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Abstract: Analysis of large text data sets is gaining popularity providing the users some
insights into their own (potentially even very unstructured) data sets that where difficult to
get using the standard methods. This kind of data analysis difJers from the standard
analysis in the following three directions: (1) the used methodsfor data analysis difJer from
the standard statistical methods, (2) the data we are analyzing have difJerent
characteristics than the standard, structured data bases, and (3) the users of the data
analysis results have difJerent needs and requirements than the usual users of common
analytical services (statistics, data-mining, OLAP). This paper gives a brief idea of the area
addressing that kind of data analysis commonly referred to as Text-Mining. It is agrowing
area placed at the intersection of Information-Retrival (IR), Data-Mining (DM), Machine-
Learning (ML), Natural-Language-Processing (NLP). The problems usually addressed in
Text-Mining are topic detection and tracking, document categorization, visualization of
document collections, user profil ing, information extraction, construction and updating of
hierarchical indices and document collections, intelligent search.

Keywords: text data analysis, data mining, example applications of text mining,
personalized information delivery.

1. INTRODUCTION

Different probJems involve analysis of Jarge text data sets, one of the most typicaJ being
filtering of text inforrnation, as performed for discarding spam e-mails ar selecting
interesting news messages from a large set of divers messages submitted to a number of
news groups. A kind of text information filtering is also performed to help the user
browsing the Web based on the generation and anaJysis of the user profile, as described in
Section 2. When given a set of document talking about different topics, TextMining can be
used to group (c1uster) the document according to the similarity of their content and to
assign the content category ar keywords to a new document based on the already c1assified
documents. Larger document can be automatically divided in content segments, a long
stream of news can be addressed by identification of a new topic being reported on and
tracking the raise and disappearance of the topic from the time series of documents (news).

A number of intelligent agents involve same kind of text data analysis, such as
intelligent agent for news filtering, agent searching for experts from a particular area,
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personal browsing assistant described in Section 2. For more information about analysis of
text data sets and related intelligent agents see (Mladenic 1999).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief idea of the data
characteristics and the methods used in Text Mining. An example of analysis of text data
used in user profiling by personal browsing assistant is given in Section 3. Section 4
describes an approach to automatic document categorization in hierarchical document
collections. Section 5 conc1udes by brieflydescribing some recent research resuits having a
great potential for real-world applications.

2. BASIC METHODS

There is a lot of research work in the area of text data analysis, a large part of it being
related to the Web. One possibility is to discuss it through the prism ofthree
important methodological questions: (1) what representation is used for text documents, (2)
how is the high number of words (usually referred to as features) dealt with and (3) which
algorithm is used.

2.1 DOCUMENT REPRESENTATION

The frequently used document representation in Information Retrieval and Machine
Leaming on text data is so cal1ed vector representation. It is a
bag-of-words representation: all words from the document are taken and no ordering of
words or any structure of the text is used. When having a set of documents, each document
is represented as a bag-of-words including all the words that occur in the set of documents
(see Figure 1). We all agree that there is additional information in text documents that could
be used, for example, some Naturai Language Processing information about the structure of
the sentences, word type and role, position of the words or neighboring words. The question
is how much can we gain considering additional information in the data analysis (and what
information to consider) and what is the price we have to pay for it? There is currently no
established comparison or directions for text document representation that we are aware of.
There is some evidence in information retrieval research, that for long documents,
considering information additional to the bag-of-words is not worth the efforts.

There is also work on document c1assification that extends the bag-of-words
representation by using word sequences (n-grams) instead of single words (Mladenic and
Grobelnik 1998). This work suggests that the usage of single words and word pairs as
features in the bag-of-words representation improve performance of c1assifiers generated
from short documents.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the bag-of-words document representation us ing frequency vector.
Each word occurring in a set of documents is mapped into a feature. Document is
represented as a vector of features where each feature is assigned a frequency (the number
of times it occurs in the document).

Many current systems that leam on text use the bag-of-words representation using either
Boolean features indicating if a specific word occurred in a document (eg., Armstrong et al.
1995, Creecy et al. 1992, Cohen 1995, Gelfand et al. 1998, Lewis Gale 1994, Lewis
Ringuette 1994, Liere Tadepalli 1998, Maes 1994, Moulinier and Ganascia 1996, Nigam
and McCallum 1998, Pazzani et al. 1996, Pazzani Billsus 1997, Shavlik and Eliassi 1998,
Slattery and Craven 1998) or the frequency of a word in a given document (eg., Apte et al.
1994, Apte et al. 1998, Balabanovic Shoham 1995, Bartell et al. 1992, Berry et a1.1995,
Joachims 1997, Joachims 1998, Lam et al. 1997, Lam and Ho 1998, Mladenic 1996,
Mladenic and Grobelnik 1998, Yang 1998). There is also some work that uses additional
information such as word position (Cohen 1995, Cohen and Singer 1995, Shavlik Eliassi
1998) or word tuples called n-grams (Elligott and Sorensen 1993, Mladenic and Grobelnik
1998, Sorensen and McElligott 1995) (eg., "machine leaming" is a 2-gram and "World
Wide Web" is a 3-gram).

Some recent work (Slattery and Craven 1998) indicates that the usage of hypertext
structure and graph organization of Web pages improves classification resuIts.
There is currently no study that compares different document representations over several
domains showing clear advantages of some representations.

2.2 SELECTION OF WORDS

One of the frequently used approaches to reduce the number of different words is to
remove words that occur in the stop-list containing common English words like "a", "the",
"with" (eg., Apte et al. 1994, Balabanovic and Shoham 1995, Lam and Ho 1998, Lewis and
Ringuette 1994, Mladenic and Grobelnik 1998, Pazzani et al. 1996, Pazzani and Billsus
1997, Shavlik and Eliassi 1998, Wiener et al. 1995) or pruning the infrequent words (word
frequency < min.frequency) (eg., Cohen 1995, Joachims 1997, Joachims 1998, Mladenic
Grobelnik 1998). Connected to the particular language is also word stemming, used for
example in (Apte et al. 1998, Balabanovic and Shoham 1995, Shavlik and Eliassi 1998,
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Wiener et al. 1995), that reduces the number of different words using a language-specific
stemming algorithm (eg., "works", "working", "worked" are all replaced by "work"). Many
approaches use a language independent approach and introduce some sort of word scoring
in order to select only the best words (eg., Apte et al. 1994, Armstrong et a1.1995,
Balabanovic and Shoham 1995, Joachims 1997, Lam et al. 1997, Lewis and Gale 1994,
Lewis and Ringuette 1994, Mladenic and Grobelnik 1998, Moulinier and Ganascia 1996,
Pazzani et al. 1996, Pazzani and Billsus 1997, Slattery and Craven 1998, Wiener et al.
1995, Yang and Pedersen 1997}) or redu ce the dimensionality using latent semantic
indexing with singular value decomposition (eg., Bartell et al. 1992, Berry et al. 1995,
Foltz and Dumais 1992, Wiener et al. 1995).

Experiments with different numbers of selected features used in text classification
(Lewis et al 1996, Mladenic 1998, Yang and Pedersen 1997, Wiener et al. 1995) indicate
that the best resuIts are obtained either using only a small percentage of carefully selected
features (up to 10% of all features) or in some case using all the features. A comparison of
different word scoring measures used in feature subset selection for text data shows that the
most promising measures take into account the nature of the problem domain and the used
cIassification algorithm characteristics (Mladenic 1998). Surprisingly good resuIts are
obtained using a simple frequency measure in a combination with a "stop-list" (Mladenic
1998, Mladenic and Grobelnik 1998, Yang and Pedersen 1997).

2.3 ALGOR1THMS FOR DATA ANALYSlS

In Information Retrieval, one of the welI-established techniques for text document
cIassification is to represent each document us ing bag-of-words as a TFIDF-vector in the
space of words that appear in training documents (SaIton and Buckley 1987), sum all
interesting document vectors and use the resuIting vector as a model for classification
(based on the relevance feedback method Rocchio 1971). Each component of a document

vector d(i) = TF(W;, d)IDF(W;) is caIculated as the product of Term Frequency (TF)

- the number of times word W occurred in a document and Inverse Document Frequency
D

IDF(W.) = log , where D is the number of documents and document
I DF(W;)

frequency DF(W) is the number of documents word W occurred in at least once. The exact
formulas used in different approaches may slightly vary but the idea remains the same. A
new document is then represented as a vector in the same vector space as the generated
model and the distance between these two vectors is meas ured (usually using the cosine
similarity measure) in order to classify the document. This technique is commonly used as a
baseline when testing performance of some machine learning algorithms (Mitchell 1997) on
text data. TFIDF cIassification has already been used in Machine Learning experiments on
the World Wide Web data (eg., Armstrong et al. 1995, Balabanovic and Shoham 1995,
Berry et al. 1995, Joachims 1997, Pazzani et al. 1996, Pazzani and Billsus 1997) and in
most cases shown to be inferior to the tested machine learning methods.

An extension of TFIDF proposed in (Joachims 1997) called Probabilistic- TFIDF takes
into account document representation and was shown to achieve resuIts better than TFIDF
and comparable to the Naive Bayesian cIassifier. The Naive Bayesian cIassifier and the k-
Nearest Neighbor are two cIassifiers commonly used in text-Iearning and reported to be
among the best performing cIassifiers for text data. For instance, the Naive Bayesian
classifier was used in (Joachim s 1997, Lewis and Ringuette 1994, Mladenic 1996,
Mladenic and Grobelnik 1998, Pazzani et al. 1996, Pazzani and Billsus 1997). The Nearest
Neighbor algorithm was used in (Mladenic 1996, Pazzani et al. 1996, Pazzani and Billsus
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1997, Yang 1998). In addition to using the Naive Bayesian classifier and Nearest
Neighbor, Pazzani et al. (Pazzani et al. 1996, Pazzani and Billsus 1997) as well as Lewis
and Ringuette (Lewis and Ringuette 1994) performed experiments on text data with
symbolic learning using Decision Trees. Moulinier and Ganascia (Moulinier and Ganascia
1996) experimented using Decision Rules. Yang (Yang 1998) compared the performance of
Linear Least Square Fit (LLSF) and a variant of k-Nearest Neighbor, reporting that similar
resuits are achieved by both classifiers. Creecy et al. (Creecy et al. 1992) and Maes (Maes
1994) used Memory-Based reasoning. Apte et al. (Apte et al. 1994) used Decision Rules
and in (Apte et a1.1998) boosted Decision Trees. Cohen (Cohen 1995, Cohen and Singer
1995) used Decision Rules, the Sleeping experts algorithm and two Inductive Logic
Programming (ILP) algorithrns FOIL and FUPPER. Slattery and Craven (SJattery and
Craven 1998) used the Naive Bayesian classifier and two ILP aJgorithms FOIL and FOIL-
PILFS ( FOIL with Predicate Invention for Large Feature Spaces). Lewis et al. (Lewis and
Gaje 1994, Lewis et al 1996) used a combination of the Naive Bayesian classifier and
logistic regression, the Widrow-Hoff algorithm and Exponential Gradient (EG).

Wiener et al. (Wiener et al. 1995) performed experiments showing that NeuraJ
Networks achieve slightly better resuIts than Logistic Regression. McElligot and Sorensen
(Mc Elligott and Sorensen 1993, Sorensen and McElligott 1995) used a connectionist
approach combined with Genetic Algorithms. Lam et al. (Lam et al. 1997) used Bayesian
Network Induction. Gelfand (Gelfand et al. 1998) used Semantic Relationship Graphs
(SRG) to represent documents based on the WordNet lexical database. Classification is
performed in a similar way TFIDF is used; each class is defined by a group of training
documents and represented as a union of their SRG representation. Armstrong et al.
(Armstrong et al. 1995) used the Winnow algorithm and a statistical approach they called
WordStat that assumes mutual independence of words. Shavlik and Eliassi (Shavlik and
Eliassi 1998) used theory-refinement on Neural Networks, where the user provides an
initial advice that is compiled into NeuraJ Network and refined during the interaction with
the user based on the users page ratings and additionally provided advises. Active learning
was used by Liere and Tadepalli (Liere and Tadepalli 1998) where a committee of Winnow
learners is used. Active learning was also used in (Nigam and McCallum 1998) in a
combination of Query by Committee and the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm.

There is currently no strong evidence about the superiority of any of the given
algorithms for text-learning over different domains. Most experiments show the superiority
of the tested algorithm over the TFIDF classification. A comparison of some learning
algorithms given in (Pazzani and Billsus 1997) indicates that a document representation
including feature selection is more promising approach to classification accuracy
improvement than finding a better learning algorithm.

In their experiments, the Naive Bayesian classifier, Nearest Neighbor and Neural
Networks achieve the best resuIts on the tested data. Similar observations about a good
performance of k-Nearest Neighbor, Neural Networks and Linear Least Square Fit was
reported in (Yang 1998), while in the same experiments the Naive Bayesian classifier didn't
perform well. On the other hand, in (Yang and Pedersen 1997, Joachims 1998) is reported
that on their domains feature subset selection was not crucial for the classifier performance.
Joachimas (Joachims 1998) reported that Support Vector Machines outperform the Naive
Bayesian classifier, while in (Apte et al. 1998) even better resuits are reported using
boosted Decision Trees. Lam et al. (Lam et al. 1998) observed that the Generalized Instance
Set algorithm achieved better resuits than either k-Nearest Neighbor or linear classifiers
(Rocchio, Widrow-Hoff).
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2. USER PROFILING FOR BETTER WEB BROWSING

The problem of helping the user browsing the Web can be defined as predicting clicked
hyperlinks from the set of Web documents visited by the user. This is performed on-line
while the user is sitting behind some Web browser and waiting for the requested document.
Our prototype system named Personal WebWatcher (Mladenic 1996) uses some of the
methods described in Section 2 on this problem, leaming aseparate model for each user
and us ing it for highlighting the promising hyperlinks on the requested Web documents.
The structure of the system is shown in Figure 2. There is the user on one end and the Web
on the other end. Between them is our Persona IWebWatcher acting as a so called proxy
server. It consists of:

• proxy that gets http requests from the browser and fetches the requested Web
page,

• adviser that gets the original Web page and extracts the hyperlinks from it and
composes the modified Web page by highlighting the promising hyperlinks based
on the scores assigned to all the extracted hyperlinks,

• classifier threats each extracted hyperlink as an example and uses the induced
model of the user interests to assign a score to each ofthem,

• LEARNER gets a collection of visited documents and induces a model of the
user's interests based on the Web documents.

Browsing the Web is supported here by highlighting promismg (ie., interesting)
hyperlinks on the requested Web documents. We assume that the interesting hyperlinks are
the hyperlinks that are highly probable to be clicked by the user. Our problem is defined as
predicting clicked hyperlinks from the set of Web documents visited by the user. All
hyperlinks on the visited documents are used for constructing machine leaming examples.
Each is assigned one of the two class values: positive (user clicked on the hyperlink) or
negative. We represented each hyperlink as a kind of small document containing
underlined words, words in a window around them and words in all the headings above the
hyperlink (the latest hading for each html head ing size HI through H6).

UesER ltqW:St ;>o r+: ~~} 8 _mmnnmmm

• • proXJl- _ original pagt~'" ' lJ LEARNERmodi;;tdpag~ - - - V1s1ttdpagts
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Figure 2: Structure of browsing assistant Personal WebWatcher.

In order to help the users browsing the Web, a profile is induced for each user
independently of other users. This profile can be further used to compare different users and
to share knowledge between them. For example, instead of having a friend with similar
interest sending me the address of some "cool" Web document, the system can
automatically suggest documents that were found interesting by the other users that have
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interests similar to mine. In order to secure the privacy, only knowledge and not the user
identity can be exchanged or even this cooperation could apply only for users that explicitly
agreed to take part in knowledge sharing. On the other hand, some users might be interested
in "making friends" with similar users and join the list of users whose identity (eg. e-mail)
is reviled to similar users from the list. This sharing of knowledge is related to collaborative
approach to intelligent agents design (Mladenic 1999) and methods used in multi-agent
systems.

Away of cooperation between different users using the same system for user
customized Web browsing is on the model induction level. Namely, even though each user
has aseparate user profile, they have a similar form. Ifwe could infer from the user profiles
some higher-level knowledge that is independent of a specific set of documents, that
knowledge could be shared between the users. For instance, if we are given some
background knowledge, find which part of the given background knowledge is frequently
used in different models (what higher-level attributes are useful). That would be especially
valuable for new users, where onlyasmall set of documents is available for the model
induction.
3. AUTOMATIC DOCUMENT CATEGORIZATION

The problem of automatic text categorization is well known in Information Retrieval
community and recently also in Machine Learning community. The problem described here
involves using Machine Learning techniques to automatically construct a classifier from a
large hierarchy of text documents. Handling a hierarchy an extension of the usually
addressed problem of handling a fiat structure of categories, such as the well known
collection of Reuters news. The existing Web hierarchy we use for this example is Yahoo
(www.yahoo.com)hierarchy.Itis human constructed, regular\y updated and captures most
of the topics available on the Web. The Yahoo hierarchy itself is currently build on
approximately two millions of Web documents located all around the Internet. Hyper\inks
to that documents (excluding the top category named "Regional ") are organized in about
100,000 Yahoo Web documents. Each Yahoo document represents one of the included
cate gori es denoted by a set of keywords. This documents are connected with hyper\inks
forming a hierarchical structure with more general categories closer to the root of the
hierarchy. The category is denoted by keywords that appear on the path from the tree root
to the node representing category (eg. "Sport" a subcategory of "Scienc" is named
"Science: Sport" and in our approach assigned two keywords: Science, Sport). More
specific category is named by adding a keyword to the name of the more general category
directly connected to it (one level higher in the tree). Some nodes at the bottom of the tree
contain mostly hyper\inks to actual Web documents, while the other nodes contain mostly
or even only hyperlinks to other Yahoo Web documents (nodes in the hierarchy). There are
currently fourteen top level Yahoo categories whose name includes only one keyword.

Our goal is to classify an arbitrary text document as accurate and as fast as possible to
the right category within Yahoo hierarchy. We observe the list of categories that are
assigned the highest probability and the set of keywords that are assigned to the document.
The system architecture is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Architecture of the system for automatic document categorization. First a set of
labeled Web documents is processed to get the set of potential feature (words and phrases)
to be used in document representation. This phase is namedfeature construction. Then, all
the documents are represented using the constructed features and a feature selection is
applied on each of the dejined sub-problems. For each of the sub-problems, a classifier is
constructed and used later for classifying new documents (document categorization).

In order to handie the hierarchical structure, we divided the whole problem into sub-
problems, each corresponding to one of the original categories. For each of the sub-
problems, a classifier is constructed that predicts the probability that a document is a
member of the corresponding category and can thus be assigned the corresponding set of
keywords. On each of the sub-problem s the Naive Bayesian classifier is used on feature-
vector document representation, where each feature represents a sequence of words instead
of representing asingle word as commonly used when leaming on text data. This approach
is not limited to Web hierarchy and can be applied on other hierarchies like for instance,
thesaurus.

4 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

There is a number ofresearchers intensively working in the area of Text Mining, mainly
guided by the need of developing new methods capable of handling interesting real-world
problems. One of such problems recognized in the past few years is on reducing the amount
of manual work needed for hand labeling the data. Namely, most of the approaches for
automatic document filtering, categorization, user profiling, information extraction, text
tagging require a set of labeled data describing the addressed concepts (eg., for automatic
document categorization, we start with a set of documents where each document is assigned
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to some category based on its content such as in Yahoo collection described in Section 4).
Using unlabeled data and bootstrapping learning are two directions giving research resuits
that enable important reduction in the needed amount ofhand labeling.

In document categorization using unlabeled data, we need a small number of labeled
documents and a large pool of unlabeled documents, eg., classify an article in one of the 20
News group s, classify Web page as student, faculty, course, project, ... The approach
proposed by (Nigam et al. 2001) can be described as combining Expectation Maximization
and the Naive Bayesian classifier as follows. First train a classifier with only labeled
documents and use the trained classifier to assign probabilistically-weighted class labels to
all unlabeled documents. Then train a new classifier using all the documents and iterate
until the classifier remains unchanged. It can be seen that the final result heavily depends
on the quality of the labels assigned to the small set of hand labeled data, but it is much
easier to hand label a small set of examples with a good quality than a large set of examples
with medium quality.

Bootstrap learning to classify Web pages is based on the fact that most of the Web
pages have some hyperlinks pointing to them. Using that we can describe each Web page
either by its content or by the content of the hyperlinks that point to it. First, a small number
(eg., 12 documents) of documents is labeled and each is described us ing the two
description. One classifier is constructed from each description independently and used to
label a large set of unlabeled documents. A few of that documents for which the prediction
was the most confident are added to the set of the labeled documents and the whole loop is
repeated. In this way we start with a small set of labeled documents eniarging it through the
iterations and hoping that the initiallabels were a good coverage of the problem space. This
approach was proposed in (Blum and Mitchell 1998) and supported by the computational
learning theory in the proposed Co-Training theorem.

Recent work includes also mining the extracted data (Ghani et al. 2000), where
Information Extraction is used to automatically collect information about different
companies from the Web. Data Mining methods are then used on the extracted data. As
Web documents are naturally through the hyperlinks organized in a graph structure, there
are also research efforts on using that graph structure to improve document categorization
(Slattery and Craven 2000), to improve Web search (www.google.com) and visualization of
the Web.
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